Paper of the Year Award

Each year, Molecular Biology of the Cell sponsors the MBC Paper of the Year Award. The winner of the award is the first author, who must be a student or postdoc of the paper judged by the Editorial Board to be the best among those published from July to June of each year. The winner will then be a speaker in an appropriate minisymposium at the next ASCB Annual Meeting. The award pays travel expenses for the winner to attend the Annual Meeting.

Papers are currently being considered for the seventh MBC Paper of the Year Award, the winner of which will be featured at the ASCB Annual Meeting in San Francisco, December 12–16, 1998.

Submit papers to: MBC Managing Editor, The American Society for Cell Biology, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20814-3992. Phone: (301) 530-7153; Fax: (301) 571-8304.
The FLA-2000 from Fujifilm — A Single Solution for Both Fluorescence and Radioactive Detection.

The FLA-2000 system fulfills a variety of non-radioactive research applications.

Fujifilm presents the FLA-2000: a fluorescent image analyzer that meets the demands of today's multi-disciplinary laboratories. The FLA-2000 captures high sensitivity and high resolution fluorescent images in a variety of applications such as SYBR Green I staining of DNA gels, SYPRO Orange staining of protein gels, and analysis of high density arrays.

New developments yield industry leading imaging.

A new semiconductor laser and patented Secondary Harmonic Generation (SHG) assembly are just two of the engineering accomplishments that enable the FLA-2000 to capture fluorescent images with the same accuracy that Fujifilm Phosphor Imaging Plate scanners are known for; no other fluorescent imager approaches the FLA-2000's sensitivity and uniformity.

FLA-2000

For the fastest scan times, contact Fujifilm.

The FLA-2000 scans 20 x 40 cm area at 50μm in just six minutes. To find out how you can have more time for scientific analysis and experimentation (and less time waiting for access to your data) contact your Fujifilm Representative.
Gene & Genome Resources

**GENEPAIRSTM**
Over 16,000 gene specific, radiation hybrid mapped STS primer pairs developed from human ESTs. Primer pairs designed to amplify every yeast open reading frame (ORF).

**MAPPAIRSTM**
Over 22,000 polymorphic genetic markers in twenty-four different species.

**GENEFILTERSTM**
DNA from thousands of individual genes arrayed on membranes suitable for gene expression studies.

**Yeast ORFs**
Over 6,100 amplified yeast open reading frames sold individually or as a complete set.

**YACs, BACs & PACs**
Large insert libraries for human, mouse and rat sold as individual clones or as complete libraries.

**DNA pools**
Pools of DNA suitable for screening by PCR from our large insert libraries.

**Colony Filters**
High-density filters containing over 27,000 double spotted clones per filter, from our large insert libraries.

**I.M.A.G.E. Clones**
Over 800,000 cDNA clones from the I.M.A.G.E. Consortium (LLNL) cDNA Libraries.

**RH Panels**
Whole genome radiation hybrid panels for human, mouse and baboon. A rat panel will soon be available.

**Genetic Footprinting**

**And More**
Custom services including: library screening, genotyping, radiation hybrid mapping, library picking and arraying, polyclonal and monoclonal antibody development, BAC and cDNA end sequencing, microsatellite development and congenic animal model construction.

Research Genetics, Inc.
Accelerating Discovery
2130 Memorial Pkwy, SW • Huntsville, AL • 35801
U.S. or Canada 800-533-4363 Worldwide 205-533-4363
U.K. 0-800-89-1393 FAX 205-536-9016
http://www.resgen.com